
5 WAYS
TO ADD
YOUR LENS

TO  AN  EXIST ING  SCRIPT

L ISA  EBERSOLE  COACHING



WHY?
Buyers are not looking for "next," they're looking for
NEW. Writing through YOUR AUTHENTIC LENS
ensures that your script could not have been written
by any other human. 
 
That it is: Fresh. Original. NEW.
 
Everything else can be added. But if you don't start
with Your Authentic Lens, it won't matter. Your lens
is your super power.
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01 OWN THE PLACE

DO
*Set your story in a place where you know the best 3 coffee shops without
Googling, i.e. you can SEE everything your character sees without effort.
*Ideally a place you know better than anyone. 
*Bonus if it's a place you're introducing us to.
*If it's a common movie/tv location (NYC, LA, London etc) NARROW THE
PERIMETER - focus on 4 blocks of NYC's East Village (RUSSIAN DOLL.) 
*Use your mode of transport to show command of place. Walking in NYC?
Normal. Walking in LA? Unusual. Bike in either place? Legit but fraught.
Skateboard in NYC? Not a lot. Snow mobile in Albany? Weird but not unreal.
DON'T 
*Be a tourist. Use specific names of streets, businesses, parks, oceans,
neighborhoods.
*Write a retro version without meaning to. If you don't have current
firsthand knowledge of your location, talk to locals and Google to verify.
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02 TRADEMARK IT

Be the authority on your character's profession, personal circumstances, family
and relationship dynamics by mining your life. I'm not saying the character has
to "be you," but show your fingerprint. Phoebe Waller Bridge (FLEABAG,
KILLING EVE) writes complex female relationships that explore women in a way
we haven't seen in all her work. And now she's directing James Bond -- I'm
guessing the women will be different.   

          WHAT'S YOUR TRADEMARK?
THE DUPLASS BROTHERS write about couples in crisis. Messy coupledom has
been their stamp since their early shorts. 
MINDY KALING (in her work since being on The Office) brings us a big glossy
Rom-Com or Com with a comfortable level of "mess." 
LISA KUDROW is always Lisa Kudrow. I don't care what the movie or show is,
her brand travels with her.
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03 PRIME PAIRINGS

 
This is one of the biggest ways to show off YOUR LENS: Put two things
together that we have never seen together before and you will own that pairing.
Bonus: the pairing is conflict in character + concept, which is HIGH CONCEPT.
 
HITMAN / ACTOR (Barry)
CHEMISTRY TEACHER / METH KING (Breaking Bad)
GRIEVING FATHER / MR. ROGERS (Kidding)
GRIEVING WIDOW / MURDERER (Dead To Me)
KILL A GUY / BECOME WIFE'S BFF (Dead To Me)
FAIRYTALE PRINCESS / MODERN WOMAN (Enchanted)
MOB BOSS  HEAVY / GUY IN THERAPY FOR PANIC ATTACKS (Sopranos)
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04 SCENE STEALER

SECONDS
 
Create secondary characters who steal the scenes from your lead because they are
THAT memorable:
 
*Noho Hank in BARRY
*Fran and Chris in CATASTROPHE
*Dory in FINDING NEMO
*Everyone except Dorothy in THE WIZARD OF OZ
*Eve in THE BIBLE
 
My Test: If I tell each of my seconds, "I'm pregnant," I should know how each one 
will react and those reactions are super different and specific. Think about the 
seconds in your life? Even the people you haven't talked to in 20 years. You have 
a clear impression of who they are. Otherwise you wouldn't recall them. 
Memorable means you remember them.

 



05 SPECIFICITY

EVERYWHERE

Leave NOTHING vague or general and leave out anything you identify as already 
out there in films or on tv. 
Main character is a SURGEON? No. 
Main character is a VASCULAR SURGEON WHOSE LAST PATIENT DIED? Yes.
He sees dead people? No.
He sees dead pets? Yes.
Serial killer? No.
Lesbian serial killer obsessed with her mark? No.
Serial killer who sees a therapist? Yes, please.
Serial killer who loses the ability to kill? Yes to this too.
Colony on Mars? Maybe if your definition of colony is fucking incredible.
Colony on a NEW planet discovered by Martian? Yes.
Person who keeps dying and waking up to relive the same day? No.
Person who keeps dying and waking up to relive the same
day with their 3 year-old? Yes.
 



06  BONUS!

 
 

If you're ready to mine YOUR AUTHENTIC LENS and write a 
script that contains 100% of your DNA and more, I can help.
 
Grab Your Free Authentic Lens Strategy Call at 

https://lisaebersole.as.me/yourlens
 
We'll discuss your screenwriting goals and how I work with 
writers to identify their Authentic Lens and write a script that 
could only be written by you.
 
Offer valid for the next 7 days only! Get it.
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